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QUESTION: 27 
The majority of calls to remote locations are going out via the Public Switched Telephone 
Network (PSTN) route instead of the virtual route. You have verified that BARS is 
configured correctly for all telephones to use the virtual route, and the virtual trunks show 
IDLE. What in the configuration can cause this situation? 

A. Bandwidth is incorrectly defined in the Zone Basic Property. 
B. Bandwidth is not defined for the Virtual Trunk Route and member trunks.  
C. CODEC is not assigned to the Virtual Trunk Route. 
D. CODEC not defined for the zone in the Zone Basic Property. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 28 
A customer is reporting problems with several, but not all, IP telephones. You have isolated 
the problem to one media card. You perform a STAT SERV in LD 117 and find that the 
Voice Gateway Media Card (VGMC) in question has a PBXLINK status showing LOST. 
What does this mean? 

A. The incorrect type of network cable is being used. 
B. The media card for the Primary Signaling Server has failed.  
C. The IP telephones cannot obtain a valid IP address. 
D. The ELAN connection is down between the Call Server and the VGMC. 

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 29 
A customer has a Communication Server 1000 Rls. 5.0 High Availability (HA) system. The 
on-site technician reports that the Media Card is unable to register with the Call Server after 
a reboot and displays an F:04 error code on the LED faceplate display. After researching 
the error code, you have determined that the Watchdog Timer Test has failed. Which task 
should you perform next to resolve this Media Card fault? 

A. Replace the Media Card. 
B. Replace the Compact Flash.  
C. Replace the Signaling Server.  
D. Replace the Clock Controller. 



 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 30 

A customer site reports an SNMP alarm (ITS1009) is sent to the TTY and is also displayed 

on the VGMC card faceplate. The following message is displayed: 

-> 

192.168.1.10 (192.168.1.10) deleted 
JAN 23 15:54:33 tRDP: Alert ITS1009 Call server communication link: 192.168.1.10 down 
(20) JAN 23 15:54:33 tpbxReset: Info Attempting to establish PBX link 
JAN 23 15:54:33 tTPS: Info ELAN connection down, refuse further registration 
JAN 23 15:54:33 tVGW: Info GW OffLine msg received from pbxLib, close all dsp 
channels and unregister gateways after 600 seconds 
JAN 23 15:54:33 tSET: Info PBX Link down, reset all registered set after 600 seconds 
Which corrective actions will resolve the link to Call Server failure? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify the ELAN and TLAN configuration on the Layer 2 switch. 
B. Verify the node properties have been imported and transferred successfully. 
C. Ensure the ELAN configuration section in the config.ini file of the VGMC card is 
correct. 
D. Verify if the IP address of the Call Server has been changed and if so, initialize the 
system for changes to take effect. 

Answer: C, D 
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